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Sessions are organized into three tracks. Join presenters live for interactive Q&A opportunities, and have access  
to ALL the recorded sessions for one-week following the conference. 

Attend live from anywhere - and access ALL the recordings afterwards!
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- ELL SUCCESS

VIRTUAL EVENT

$90 | Group rate $75 (6 or more) REGISTER by Oct. 15 | nwciowa.edu/EdLeadership 

Credit Available: 1 graduate ($150) or 1 license renewal ($35) credit

Effective education leaders are innovative in their approach to leading, teaching and learning - this year more than 
ever before! The virtual conference is one-day, packed with actionable concepts for teaching and leading in the 21st 
century. Take away fresh insight, practical strategies, and meaningful inspiration for leading in our changing times.   

Eric is a Senior Fellow and Thought Leader on Digital Leadership with the 
International Center for Leadership in Education (ICLE). Prior to this he 
was the award-winning Principal at New Milford High School. Under his 
leadership his school became a globally recognized model for innovative 
practices. His work focuses on leading and learning in the digital age as a 
model for moving schools and districts forward. 

ericsheninger.com   

CHANGING PARADIGMS FOR CHANGING TIMES

• 4 keys to effective blended learning
• Leading with equity in mind
• Creating a culture of connection, 

positivity and health
• The power of mentoring - who are the 

mentors in your life?

• Building teacher capacity in blended 
learning: coaching through COVID

• Learning how to do fewer  
things better

• Tools and best practices for today’s 
teacher leader

• Strategies for leading PLC’s and 
building trust

• Leveraging Universal Design for Learning 
with EL Learners 

• Interpreting student report data, utilizing 
instruction tools and exploring the stages 
of language acquisition

• Strategies for ELL success (with focus on 
the math classroom)


